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Background and Objective: Port-wine stain (PWS)
birthmarks affect �22 million people worldwide. After
several treatment sessions, complete disappearance of the
PWS occurs in only �10% of treated patients. There is a
need to develop a new strategy to improve the efficacy of
each treatment session and the overall treatment outcome.
The study objective was to determine how intraoperative
measurements of blood flow correlate with treatment
response assessed several weeks post treatment.
Study Design/Materials and Methods: We employed
Laser Speckle Imaging (LSI) to measure intraoperative
blood-flow dynamics. We collected data from 24 subjects
undergoing laser therapy for facial PWS birthmarks.
Photographs were taken before treatment and at a
follow-up visit, and analyzed by two expert observers.
Results: Intraoperative LSI enables real-time monitoring
of blood-flow dynamics in response to laser treatment and
can inform clinicians on the need for focused re-treatment.
The degree of PWS blanching achieved is positively
correlated with the log-transformed acute blood-flow
reduction (P¼ 0.022).
Conclusion: LSI is a simple, intraoperative monitoring
toolduring laser therapyofPWSbirthmarks.LSIprovidesa
single value for blood flow that correlates well with the
degree of blanching achieved with laser therapy. Lasers
Surg.Med. 47:469–475, 2015.© 2015WileyPeriodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Vascular malformations known as port-wine stain
(PWS) birthmarks affect approximately 22 million people
worldwide (0.3% incidence rate) [1]. A PWS consists of
abnormally large dermal blood vessels, resulting in
visual manifestation of pink-to-purple lesions typically
on the face or neck [2]. In some reports, they are referred

to as capillary malformations [3,4]; in others as post-
capillary venular malformations [5]. In contrast to
hemangiomas, PWS birthmarks do not involute in a
spontaneous fashion. Instead, they progress slowly over
decades, developing nodules and tissue hypertrophy and
darkening in color [3].

Researchers have proposed several hypotheses on
causes of PWS birthmark development. Smoller and
Rosen [6] proposed that PWS development is due in part
to either compromised or absent neuronal regulation
during development. Research groups have proposed
that angiogenic signaling is abnormal in PWS skin [3,7].
Recently, Shirley et al. [4] proposed that a somatic mosaic
activating mutation in the GNAQ gene is associated with
PWS birthmarks.

PWS birthmarks are associated with both physical and
psychological problems. For example, the psychosocial
development of individuals with PWS birthmarks is
adversely affected [8]. In addition, facial PWS lesions
have been associated with increased incidence of glauco-
ma [9]. The progressive nature of PWS skin may be due to
lack of neuronal regulation of blood vessel size and can
result in a darker appearance, soft tissue hypertrophy,
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nodularity, and overall further disfigurement [1,10,11].
Approximately 70% of patients over 50 years of age with a
PWS show hypertrophy [10,11]. Finally, development of
nodules is a concern, as they are associated with an
increased risk of spontaneous bleeding [12].

To take advantage of the selective photothermolysis
principles outlined by Anderson and Parrish [13], medical
laser technology has evolved towards use of longer wave-
lengths, from577nm [14] to 585nm [15] and to 595nm [16]
and longer pulse durations [17]. To treat regions with
nodular PWS, Izikson et al. [18] demonstrated the
potential utility of the Alexandrite laser (755nm), which
is known to penetrate deeper into skin. With the
substantial advances in medical laser technology, a
reduction in size and degree of redness of treated PWS
skin is achieved in �90% of treated patients. However,
after five to seven treatment sessions, complete disappear-
ance of the PWS occur in only �10% of treated
patients [19,20]. Furthermore, due to the pain associated
with the laser therapy, children may undergo general
anesthesia, thus requiring an anesthesiologist and consid-
erable addition in the cost associated with the treatment
session.

Since the acute goal of laser therapy is photocoagula-
tion of the blood vessels, a rational approach to
improving PWS treatment efficacy is intraoperative
assessment of skin perfusion. To assess blood flow in
PWS vessels, only a few studies exist in the peer-
reviewed literature. In general, either laser Doppler
imaging [21] or Doppler optical coherence
tomography [22] has been employed. In particular,
with Doppler optical coherence tomography evaluation
of PWS skin, Nelson et al. [22] acknowledge the potential
of blood flow characterization as a means to monitor PWS
skin during laser therapy and retreat if photocoagulation
of targeted vessels has not occurred. To address the need
for noninvasive blood flow characterization to provide
surgical guidance to the treating clinician, we selected
the method of Laser Speckle Imaging (LSI), which we
have used in a number of preclinical [23,24] and clinical
studies [25,26] involving monitoring of the microvascular
response to targeted laser therapy. The purpose of this
study was to determine the degree of correlation between
intraoperative measurements of blood-flow dynamics
and the treatment response assessed several weeks
post treatment.

METHODS

Patients

From July 2010 to January 2012, we enrolled 24 subjects
with PWSbirthmarks. The subjects ranged in age from 8 to
64 years (mean� standard deviation¼ 29� 17 years).
Prior to LSI monitoring, we informed subjects of the
measurement protocol that was approved by the Institu-
tional Review Board at University of California, Irvine. All
subjects of legal age gave written informed consent, and
legal guardians gave written informed consent for subjects
under the age of 18.

Outcome Assessments

Study visits. Two of the co-authors (JSN, KMK)
performed the treatments. They used either a Pulsed-
Dye Laser (PDL, Vbeam, 595nm, Candela Corp, Wayland,
MA) or an Alexandrite laser (755nm, Candela Corp,
Wayland, MA) for all treatments. The laser type, laser
parameters, and number of treatment passes, all are
covariates in this study. For each subject, we used digital
photography prior to each treatment session and LSI
during laser surgery in the operating room.
Efficacy. Two of the co-authors (JSN, KMK) analyzed

photographs to score the degree of blanching of the subjects
enrolled in this study. With the OMNIA Imaging System
(Canfield, Fairfield, NJ), we collected digital photographs
prior to each laser treatment session, at preset imaging
angles ranging from 08 to 908. The evaluators indepen-
dently assigned a blanching score to each pair of images.
Blanching scores of 0% and 100% represented no discern-
ible change in PWS appearance or complete blanching of
the PWS, respectively. A negative blanching score indicat-
ed darkening of the PWS.

Laser Speckle Imaging

The second-generation clinical LSI system consisted of
three main hardware components: a laser source, CCD
camera, and computer [27]. We enabled control of the
device using software written in the LabVIEW program-
ming environment (Version 8.0, National Instruments,
Austin, TX). The laser sourcewas a continuous-waveHeNe
laser light (l¼633nm, 30mW, Edmund Industrial Optics,
Barrington, NJ). The CCD camera was a thermoelectri-
cally-cooled Retiga 2000R (QImaging, Burnaby, BC,
Canada) with a pixel resolution of 1600�1200
(1.92 megapixels, each pixel having dimensions of
7.4 x 7.4mm). The Retiga 2000R had a maximum frame
rate of �8.3 fps at full resolution.
The computer (Alienware Aurora, Dell, RoundRock, TX)

was equipped with a GTS240 Graphics Processing Unit
(GPU) (NVIDIA, Santa Clara, CA). To achieve real-time
processing of the captured raw speckle images, we used a
LabVIEW-based code described previously [28] that
exploits the parallel-processing power of the GPU. All
code is available as freeware at http://choi.bli.uci.edu/
software. With this processing, we achieved maps of blood
flow that we call Speckle Flow Index (SFI) maps [29].
To perform LSI in an operating room, we also included

design changes to accommodate flexible camera maneu-
verability and filter out operating room lighting. The
Retiga 2000R was mounted on a custom modified Bogen
tripod that allowed for ease of maneuverability. To
eliminate problems associated with contamination of LSI
images by the broad wavelength spectrum of the overhead
lights in the operating room, we integrated a 633nm laser
line filter to the device.

Imaging Protocol

Image collection and analysis protocol. A laser
speckle pattern created by passing the laser source
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(l¼633 nm) through a ground-glass diffuser, was
projected onto the surface of the skin. Images were
continuously obtained before, during, and immediately
after laser surgery using the CCD camera at an
exposure time of 10ms. The exposure time of 10ms
was found to be suitable based on previous flow-
phantom studies [29]. Acquisition and processing were
carried out on the computer with the LabVIEW-based
GPU real-time algorithm [28].

Clinical Visualization/Usage of the Images in the
OR

During the entire procedure, the treating clinician had
access to the SFI images. SFI values were displayed as a
graphical flowmap.Higher SFI values represent regions of
higher blood flow, and lower SFI values represent regions
of lower blood flow, which appear as darker regions within
the SFI color map.

Statistical Analysis

To investigate the association between blanching
score and change in SFI, data were analyzed using
linear methods and Pearson correlations. Nonlinear
associations were explored by using log-transformed
values for change in SFI. In this study, we did not
adjust for potential covariates, such as age, gender,
number of prior treatments, and treatment
parameters.

RESULTS

Subjects

We collected imaging data during laser therapy, from
24 subjects (13male, 11 female) with facial PWS. Their age
(mean� standard deviation) was 29�17 years, with a
range of 8–64 years. Eight of the 24 subjects were minors.
Themajority (22/24) of subjects had a PWS only on one side
of the face; the other two subjects had a bilateral facial
PWS.

Intraoperative LSI During Laser Therapy

Intraoperative LSI allowsmonitoring of real-time
changes in photocoagulation during laser surgery.
Figure 1 represents typical SFI perfusionmaps and images
acquired during surgery. The PWS birthmark for the
subject in Figure 1 appears as a bright green region on the
SFI image, representing a region of higher blood flow than
the surrounding skin. Post-treatment images show a
reduction in blood flow within the laser-treated PWS
region, as indicated by lower SFI values, graphically seen
as a darker blue region. The initial pretreatment SFI value
of 1,150 was reduced to 725 post-treatment, representing a
37% reduction in SFI.

Intraoperative LSI enables real-time monitoring
of photocoagulation of superficial vasculature
achieved with different clinical laser systems.
Figure 2 demonstrates the effects of different laser
wavelengths on photocoagulation. Figure 2A represents
the subject prior to laser treatment. Figure 2B is an image

Fig. 1. Intraoperative LSI enables real-time monitoring of photocoagulation in response to laser
therapy. (A,C)Webcamand (B,D) SFI images extracted from the real-time video feed, are shown (A,
B) before and (C,D) immediately after treatment of a PWSbirthmark located on the left temple of an
adult male subject. With a single pass of 585nm pulsed-dye laser irradiation (7.5 J/cm2, 10mm spot
size, 0.45ms pulse duration), a 37% reduction in SFI was observed.
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immediately after a single pass of a 755nm alexandrite
laser, a wavelength used to photocoagulate deeper regions
of PWS birthmarks as described by Izikson et al. [18], with
little observable change in superficial blood flow. The
treating clinician then used the standard pulsed-dye laser
to treat the PWS, and a marked reduction in PWS blood

flow was observed as seen in Figure 2C. A rim-shaped
region of higher blood flow surrounds the region of reduced
blood flow, and most likely is representative of reactive
hyperemia [25].
Intraoperative LSI potentially enables informed

and immediate re-treatment of the port-wine stain.
Figure 3 is an intraoperative example that demonstrates
the potential role of LSI during laser surgery of PWS
birthmarks. The clinician treated this subject with three
separate passes of the PDL. After two consecutive passes,
the clinician reviewed the appearance of the subject and
decided to apply a third pass of PDL irradiation.With post-
procedural review of the SFI images, we believe that the
LSI data support the use of the third pass. The SFI images
show minimal changes in SFI after the first two passes
(Fig. 3D); with the third treatment pass, the clinician
achieved a substantially higher degree of photocoagulation
(Fig. 3F).

Blanching of PWS

The degree of PWS blanching in response to laser
surgery, increases with the magnitude of SFI
reduction. To study the correlation between reduction
in SFI and treatment outcome, we first determined the
average change in SFI from specific regions of interest. The
treating clinicians then scored color photographs taken
prior to laser treatment and at a subsequent patient visit.
In general, the degree of PWS blanching was correlated
with the magnitude of reduction in SFI immediately
following laser treatment (r¼0.384, P¼0.064) (Fig. 4).
The data suggest a nonlinear relationship with the
strongest correlation observed between degree of PWS
blanching and the log-transformed value for SFI change
(r¼ 0.446, P¼ 0.022).

DISCUSSION

Our results collectively demonstrate the ability of the
intraoperative LSI technology to monitor noninvasively
and in real time, the dynamics of blood flow in response to
laser treatment (Fig. 1); and the potential ability of LSI to
inform the clinician to make immediate changes in
treatment parameters (Fig. 2) or to re-treat immediately
regions that still have appreciable blood flow (Fig. 3).
Based on analysis of LSI data and color photographs taken
from 24 subjects, we determined that the degree of PWS
blanching in response to laser surgery, tends to increase
with the magnitude of SFI reduction (Fig. 4).
Pulsed-dye laser therapy of PWS is a safe, effective

method to achieve some degree of blanching [19,20,30].
However, in our experience, only �10% of treated patients
achieve complete blanching even after multiple treatment
sessions. In several papers [22,31], we have demonstrated
the possibility of using a priori knowledge of PWS
anatomical features to inform clinicians on judicious
selection of treatment parameters. This approach is
confounded by the variation in PWS anatomy within a
lesion [32] and the overall gap in the knowledge base on the

Fig. 2. Intraoperative LSI enables real-time monitoring of
photocoagulation of superficial vasculature achieved with differ-
ent clinical laser systems. SFI images extracted from the real-time
video feed, are shown (A) before laser treatment, (B) after a single
pass of an alexandrite laser (60J/ cm2, 10mm spot size, 3ms pulse
duration), and (C) after two passes of a pulsed-dye laser (Pass 1:
10J/ cm2, 10mm spot size, 3ms pulse duration; Pass 2: 6.5J/ cm2,
12mm spot size, 0.45ms pulse duration) treatment of a PWS
birthmark located on the right cheek of a 40-year old female
subject.
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acute and chronic biological response to photocoagulation
of vasculature [5,7,23,24,33].
The overarching premise for using the PDL to treat PWS

birthmarks, is selective photocoagulation of the enlarged
vasculature and ultimately replacement of these abnor-
mally large vessels with smaller ones. Hence, photocoagu-
lation and presumably stoppage of blood flow, is a
necessary first step towards achieving a desired degree
of blanching. Thus, we focused specifically on developing
and employing a method designed to assess blood flow
changes associated with laser surgery. We previously
studied the use of LSI to image subjects undergoing laser
treatment of PWS birthmarks, with image collection
performed before and approximately 40 minutes after
treatment [25,26] and identified the common presence of
a heterogeneous blood-flow pattern after treatment.

Ren et al. [34] used LSI to measure blood flow of PWS
and normal surrounding skin before Photodynamic Ther-
apy (PDT) and at a follow-up visit scheduled three to six
months after PDT. They reported a good correlation
(r¼0.73) between the measured change in blood flow
and the degree of blanching achieved with PDT.

With evaluation of LSI data collected during laser
surgery and color photographs taken at a follow-up visit,
we identified that degree of blanching is positively
correlated with acute measurements of the magnitude of
reduction in SFI (Fig. 4). This result supports our approach
of intraoperative LSI and the use of real-time feedback to
enable immediate re-treatment of regions of persistent
perfusion. Since treated areas routinely are irradiated
with multiple passes of laser light [35,36], we do not expect
that LSI-guided re-treatment will lead to an increase in

Fig. 3. Intraoperative LSI data may inform clinicians with the need for immediate re-treatment of
PWS skin. (A,C,E) Webcam and (B,D,F) SFI images extracted from the real-time video feed, are
shown (A,B) before treatment, (C,D) after two consecutive passes (Pass 1: 7.0 J/cm2, 10mm spot
size, 3ms pulse duration; Pass 2: 8.5 J/cm2, 10mmspot size, 1.5ms pulse duration), and (E,F) after a
third pass (7J/ cm2, 10mmspot size, 0.45ms pulse duration) of aPWSbirthmark located on the right
temple and cheek of a 3-year old female subject.
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post-operative complications. Nevertheless, the safety and
efficacy associated with additional passes and the treat-
ment parameters used for each of those passes, requires
further evaluation. With additional clinical data, we
anticipate identification of a target percent reduction in
SFI associated with a good treatment outcome.

In previous publications [17,22,31], we advocated use of
optical measurements to characterize quantitatively fea-
tures of the PWS, such as depth of vasculature and
characteristic size of PWS blood vessels. The purported
benefit associated with such characterization is that, with
accurate knowledge of these features, the clinician then is
enabled to make an informed decision on selection of
treatment parameters, such as optical wavelength and
pulse duration. As an optimized selection of treatment
parameters is expected to lead to maximum acute
photocoagulation, the LSI methodology is amenable to
study of the potential benefits of pre-treatment character-
ization of PWS skin on treatment outcome.

An unexpected finding was that the treated regions of
four subjects had large reductions in SFI but minimal
overall blanching (Fig. 4, data points in red oval). We
currently do not offer an explanation, as the numbers
are too few to draw any reasonable evidence-based
hypotheses based on any specific characteristic. Further
study is warranted.

Our study has limitations. As noted above, several
covariates exist, including age, gender, baseline skin
temperature, level of anesthesia, and treatment param-
eters - at this time, we made no attempt to control them.
The treating clinicians (JSN and KMK) also assessed the
photographs, whichmay affect the data shown in Figure 4;
however, it is important to note that the clinicians did
not have any advance information on the change in SFI
resulting from treatment. Furthermore, we acknowledge
that SFI depends not only on blood flow but also on local
tissue optical properties [37], but blood flow appears to be
the dominant contributor to SFI. Mazhar et al. [38] used
spatial frequency domain imaging (SFDI) to measure an
increase in absorption coefficient immediately following
PDL treatment of PWS skin; such an increasewould lead to

a decrease in SFI. Research studies are underway to
integrate SFDI with LSI, to mitigate effects of optical
property dynamics on SFI measurements. The sample size
of 24 subjectsmost likely does not enable strict definition of
the shape of the positive correlation between blanching
score and change in SFI, as the P values associated with
linear, logarithmic, and square root transformations are
0.064, 0.022, and 0.037, respectively. Nevertheless, given
the existence of these multiple covariates, we find that the
significant correlation between blanching score and
change in SFI to be quite remarkable, as the data suggest
that measurements of acute blood flow changes alone are
sufficient to inform the clinician on treatment progress
during laser surgery. Future studies are planned in which
specific covariates will be taken into account with the
experimental design.
In conclusion, our results demonstrate the potential role

of LSI as a simple, intrasurgical monitoring tool during
laser therapy of PWS birthmarks. LSI provides a single
number (SFI) that correlates well with the degree of
blanching achieved with laser therapy. With further
integration of LSI methodology into devices amenable for
point-of-care diagnostics [39], we expect amarked increase
in the role of LSI as a clinical tool with diagnostic value.
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